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Rectification by hopping motion through nonsymmetric potentials: Local versus global bias
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The hopping motion of noninteracting classical particles through nonsymmetric potentials is investigated in
the case of alternating local bias. Different to the case of alternating global bias, a resonancelike behavior is
observed. The system exhibits rectification effects in the regime of small to medium bias, whereas rectification
effects are absent in the strong bias regime. Possible generalizations and applications are outlined.
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The question of how to achieve controlled directed m
tion on the mesoscale to nanoscale is of crucial importa
for many fields of science, both from point of view of fun
damental research as well as concerning possible future
plication to nanoscale machinery. Much of the research
this area has focused on the motion of particles in poten
without spatial symmetry under the influence of stocha
forces @1–12#. Here, one primarily attempts to understa
under which conditions unidirectional motion of the particl
in these so-called ratchet systems can occur, which conn
the problem to the second law of thermodynamics@13# and
to general symmetry considerations@14#. Second, the pos
sible applicability to biological motors has been intensive
discussed@15–18#. Most studies of ratchet systems are bas
on continuous diffusion models that are usually defined
terms of Langevin-type equations of motion, with a few e
ceptions focusing on hopping models@19–22#. Such hopping
models, however, provide not only an intuitive physical p
ture of particles stochastically moving between sites relev
for microscopic transport processes@23# but also they are,
generally speaking, just Markov processes, and may in
sense be expected to be more general and of broader a
cability than Langevin-type descriptions.

In this paper, the hopping motion of noninteracting cla
sical particles through nonsymmetric potentials is inve
gated in the case of alternatinglocal bias. Different to the
case of alternatingglobal bias investigated previously@19–
22#, a resonancelike behavior as a function of bias streng
observed. The system exhibits rectification effects in the
gime of small to medium bias, whereas rectification effe
are absent in the strong bias regime. The motivation to st
specifically the effects of a local modification of a nonsy
metric potential on the transport properties of an embed
particle origins in the fact that such a local alternation in
direct vicinity of the particle may provide a framework
construct active motor particles. This point and the import
question of possible physical realizations are addresse
more detail at the end of this paper.

The specific topology under consideration is sketched
Fig. 1~a!. The system consists of sites arranged along
chain, such that the site energiesEi are periodic with peri-
odicity l 54 but do not exhibit inversion symmetry. The si
energyEi of site i is given byEi5( i mod 4)e with the en-
ergy differencee.0 being a parameter. Hence, one hasE0
50, E15e, E252e, E353e, E450, E55e, and so on.
The transition ratesG i→ i 61 from site i to the neighboring
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sites i 61 are given by G i→ i 615min$1,exp@2(Ei61

2Ei)/(kBT)#%, wherekB denotes Boltzmann’s constant andT
the absolute temperature. As detailed balance is hence
filled, and as the system is homogenous on large len
scales, no directed transport is observed in thermal equ
rium. However, when an alternating biasb5exp(k/2) is ap-
plied along the chain, such that all left transition rat
G i→ i 21 are replaced byG i→ i 21b21 and all right transition
rates G i→ i 11 by G i→ i 11b, the system has been shown
exhibit rectification properties, where the net flux mono
nously increases with increasing bias amplitudeuku @20#.

Here, an alternative approach is proposed, which is dif
ent in principle to theglobal bias mentioned above: Instea
of applying a bias that is equal for each site, an additio
potentialp i

(t) providing a local bias is added to the system
such that the spatially averaged bias is zero at any time. T
additional potential shall depend on the site numberi and on
time by the number of stepst. The following discussion will
focus on a specific simple form ofp i

(t) , which is defined as
p i

(t)5t ts id. Here, the parameterd>0 defines the strength
of the bias. The two further quantitiess i561 andt t561
are responsible for the spatial and temporal depende

FIG. 1. Sketch of the system topology. In~a! the energiesEi vs
site numberi of the system without bias are indicated. In~b! the
energiesEi

(t)5Ei1p i
(t) including the additional potentialp i

(t) of
strengthd are shown. As an exampled53e/5 is used. The two
alternating realizations of the local bias are indicated by two diff
ent dashed lines,t t51 ~dashed! andt t521 ~long dashed!.
©2001 The American Physical Society09-1
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wheres i5122(i mod 2)561 provides the spatial andt t

5122(t mod 2)561 yields the temporal dependenc
Hence, the chosen additional potentialp i

(t) is both alternating
and periodic with period 2 in space and in time,p i

(t)5

2p i 61
(t) and p i

(t)52p i
(t61) . Furthermore, both spatial an

temporal inversion symmetry is fulfilled,p i
(t)5p2 i

(t) and
p i

(t)5p i
(2t) . Adding this additional potential to the consta

site energiesEi yields time dependent site energiesEi
(t)

5Ei1p i
(t) , see Fig. 1~b!. The resulting time dependent tran

sition rates are given byG i→ i 61
(t) 5min$1,exp@2(Ei61

(t)

2Ei
(t))/(kBT)#%.
It is worthwhile to mention that this approach of a loc

modification of the site energies is to some extend motiva
by a recent study of a particular ratchet system, where wi
a continuous diffusion model the motion of a particle subj
to a two-wave potential has been investigated@24#. The two-
wave potential is composed of a spatially nonsymme
ratchet potential and a spatially symmetric potential of eq
strength and periodicity, where the latter is translated w
respect to the first, either in an oscillatory manner or r
domly. As a result of the relative translation, a quite efficie
directed transport of the embedded particle has been
served~for a simple physical realization of this ratchet sy
tem based entirely on the Coulomb interaction see Ref.@25#!.
Comparing this continuous diffusion model with the curre
hopping model, it should be noted that the local bias’ tim
evolution p i

(t)→p i
(t11) is equivalent to a lateral translatio

p i
(t)→p i 61

(t) . This effective lateral translation ofp i
(t) is, how-

ever, not performed in any specific direction, as gener
p i 21

(t) 5p i 11
(t) .

When comparing this hopping system with the ones st
ied earlier@19–22#, it is important to stress that the altern
tion of the local bias is done with the frequency of the in
vidual particle hops. Hence, different to the related previo
study of rectification of a global bias@20#, the system is
investigated in the high frequency regime, and thus a disc
sion in the framework of stationary solutions is not possib
Therefore, an analytical treatment seems not to be feas
and the further discussion will rely on a numerical investig
tion of the system@26#.

During the numerical simulation, the mean displacem
of a tracer particle in the systems in units of number of sit
D i , after a large number of time stepsN5106 is obtained.
The mean velocityv̄ is then defined asv̄5D i /N, in units of
gained number of sites per time step. The numerically
tained result forv̄ vs local bias strengthd for several values
of energy differencee is shown in Fig. 2. In the curren
system rectification effects are governed by the interplay
the two energy scalese and d, and hence a resonancelik
behavior is observed. The respective maximumv̄ in the
mean velocity is found whend5dmax5e/2 for givene. This
can be intuitively understood by noting that for 2d5e the
neighboring sites of the energy ‘‘stairs’’ are timewise on t
same energy value. Therefore, the motion to the right sid
particularly easy, whereas the motion to the left is hinde
by the large energy gap, whose value alternates betweee
12dmax54e and 3e22dmax52e. For even larger values o
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d, the mean velocityv̄ and hence the efficiency of the d
rected transport drops, and reaches finally zero as soon a
local bias reaches the valued5dend53e/2 for givene. In the
case when 2d53e, the alternating potential is equal to th
large energy gaps in the original system, and hence th
gaps hindering the motion to the left are timewise erased
a result, the ratchet character of the total potential vanis
and the motion gets purely diffusive.

Although the obtained curves are apparently similar a
one might intuitively expect scaling behavior with the rat
d/e, it should be stressed that no exact scaling of the cur
in Fig. 2 is possible. The reason for the counterintuitive a
sence of scaling is that the dynamics of the system is g
erned not only by the two competing energy scalesd ande,
and their ratiod/e. Additionally, there are two competing
time scales in the system, the time scale 1 given by the t
between the alternation of the local bias, and the time sc
exp@e/(kBT)# given by the mean number of tries before
uphill jump is done.

Several simple generalization within the picture of loc
bias are possible. So far the applied local bias exhibits p
odicity both in space and in time. Alternatively, one m
define the quantityt t561 providing the temporal depen
dence to be a random variable, keeping the spatial perio
ity only. In the case oft t being randomly chosen in ever
time step, the obtained mean velocityv̄ in units of gained
number of sites per time step vs local bias strengthd for
several values of energy differencee is shown in Fig. 3. As
before, a resonancelike behavior is observed. The maxim

v̄max in the mean velocity is, however, observed for larg
values ofd with dmax'e for given e. Additionally, the reso-
nance is much broader than before, and the system is h
less sensitive to the right choice of the local bias strength
achieve an efficient particle transport. Besides the posi
dmax of the curve’s maximum, one observes two further d
tinguished values ofd for eache, d15e/2, andd253e/2,
where the curves are not differentiable. These two dis
guished values ofd are the reminiscence of the two respe
tive valuesdmax anddend observed in the data shown in Fig
2. Analogously to the case of periodict t discussed above, th
curves are apparently similar, but they do not again exh
scaling behavior. As it is obvious when comparing Figs
and 3, a temporal periodicity is found to be helpful

FIG. 2. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ vs local bias strengthd for
different values of the energy differencee/(kBT)51/2, e/(kBT)
51, e/(kBT)52, ande/(kBT)54 ~from left to right!. The results
are obtained by averaging over 100 configurations of 106 time steps
each.
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achieve an efficient transport, as the maximum mean velo

v̄max is generally larger with periodicity in time than withou
but it is not a necessary condition. The somewhat sma
maximum mean velocityv̄max is, however, counterbalance
by a much broader interval for values ofd for which an
almost maximum performance is observed.

When focusing on the influence of the energy difference

on the maximum valuev̄max of the mean velocity, one finds
strong increase for small values ofe, and a saturation for
large values ofe, see Fig. 4. The saturation valuev̄max
→0.1667~i.e., >1/6) is reached fore/(kBT)*3 in the case
of periodict t , whereas in the case of randomly chosent t the
saturation valuev̄max→0.125 ~i.e., >1/8) is reached for
e/(kBT)*6. It should be noted that this saturation value d
creases with increasing periodicityl of the underlying non-
symmetric potential. In case of a system with periodicityl
56 instead of 4 @i.e., when Ei5( i mod 6)e#, one finds

v̄max→0.125 ~i.e., >1/8) for periodict t and v̄max→0.0833
~i.e., >1/12) for randomly chosent t . Analogously, for the
periodicity l 58 @i.e., whenEi5( i mod 8)e#, one obtains

v̄max→0.1 ~i.e., >1/10), andv̄max→0.0625~i.e., >1/16), re-
spectively. Therefore, one finds the saturation value to
crease as a function of the periodicityl P$4,6,8% as
>1/(l 12) in the case of periodict t , whereas in the case o
randomly chosent t one observes a decrease as>1/(2l ).

Putting the above results in the context of a simple phy
cal realization, one might think of a particle having a tw

FIG. 3. Plot of the mean velocityv̄ vs local bias strengthd for
different values of the energy differencee/(kBT)51/2, e/(kBT)
51, e/(kBT)52, ande/(kBT)54 ~from left to right! for the case
of randomly chosent t . The results are obtained by averaging ov
100 configurations of 106 time steps each.
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value internal degree of freedom such as a spin. This par
hops through a nonsymmetric potential, where the site e
gies are assumed to be slightly altered depending on
particle’s internal degree of freedom. The alternation is
such a way that for the first~second! value of the internal
degree of freedom, a given site energy is lowered~raised! by
a certain amount of energy, the next site is raised~lowered!
in energy, the next site, but one, is lowered~raised! again,
and so on. In case it is possible to change the partic
internal degree of freedom supplying energy to the syst
even if this is done in a random fashion, the particle w
perform an efficient directed motion through the potentia

In summary, it has been shown that an alternating lo
bias added to a system containing a nonsymmetric pote
leads to a quite efficient directed transport of an embed
particle. Coming back to the original question of controll
direction motion on the mesoscale to nanoscale, it should
stressed that such alocal modification of the potential in the
direct vicinity of the particle subject to it~or a modification
of the embedding potential by alocal alternation inside the
particle having an internal structure as in Ref.@25#! corre-
sponds closer to the framework of anactivemotor particle,
whereas aglobal bias fits better into the framework of
passivelypumped particle. This active character, howev
can be expected to be of importance for possible applica
ity of this and other concepts to nanoscale machinery.

Helpful comments on the manuscript by A. Ordemann
gratefully acknowledged.
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FIG. 4. Plot of the maximum mean velocityv̄max vs the energy
differencee for t t5122(t mod 2) ~circles! and randomly chosen
t t ~squares!. In the first cased5e/2 is used, whereas in the secon
case the result is ford5e. The horizontal lines indicate the value
1/6 and 1/8. The results are obtained by averaging over 100
figurations of 106 timesteps each.
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